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Datasets have shapes

G. M. Reaven and R. G. Miller: The Nature of Chemical Diabetes 19 

Fig. 1. Artist's rendition of data as 
seen in three dimensions. View is 
approximately along 45 ~ line as seen 
through Prim 9 program on the com- 
puter; coordinate axes are in the 

 9 background 

Table 1. Classification of the 145 subjects into three groups on the basis of the oral glucose tolerance test 

Metabolic characteristics (mean + SD) 

Group Number Rel.wt. Glucose area Insulin area SSPG 
(mg/100 ml  9 hr) (~tU/ml . hr) (mg/100 ml) 

Normal 76 0.98 + 0.11 350 + 37 173 + 69 114 • 58 
Chemical diabetes 36 1.02 • 0.10 494 _ 55 288 • 158 209 • 60 
Overt diabetes 33 0.98 • 0.12 1044 • 309 106 _+ 93 319 • 88 

the glucose load (chemical diabetes) and (2) a normal  

group. Using the basis of these criteria the patient 

populat ion consisted of 76 normal  subjects, 36 indi- 

viduals with chemical diabetes, and 33 patients with 

diabetes. The mean ( +  SEM) values of the three 

patient  groups for relative weight, glucose and insulin 

responses during the OGq-T, and SSPG are seen in 

Table 1. 

Figure 2 depicts the relationship between the 

plasma glucose and insulin responses in the three 

clinical groups. The patients with chemical diabetes 

seem to be  going off in a different direction (up) as 

compared  to subjects with fasting hyperglycaemia (to 

the right). Figure 3 displays the relationship between 

insulin response and insulin resistance (SSPG). As in 

Figure 2, patients with chemical diabetes and fasting 

hyperglycaemia cluster in different areas. Figure 4 

depicts the relationship between glucose response 

and SSPG. This two-dimensional  representat ion of 

the three-dimensional  relationship is different than 

that seen in Figs. 2 and 3, and is the only view of the 

data consistent with the existence of one diabetic 

patient population. 

It  is obvious that the patient  population has been 

divided into three groups on the basis of diagnostic 

decisions which took into account only one aspect of 

the carbohydrate  metabol ism of these individuals. In 

order  to provide a more  comprehensive description 

of each patient, the plasma insulin response during 

the O G T T  and the estimate of insulin resistance 

(SSPG) were included with the plasma glucose 

response to achieve a new data set which now 

included three metabolic  variables. Fur thermore,  in 

an effort to avoid the rigidity of the arbitrary clinical 

classification that formed the basis of Figs. 2-4 ,  we 

employed the cluster analysis technique described by 

Friedman and Rubin [6]. This enabled us to develop 

a computer  classification of each patient  which took 

into account all three metabolic variables and was 

independent  of a priori clinical judgements.  Initial 

An attempt to define the nature of chemical diabetes using a
multidimensional analysis by G. M. Reaven and R. G. Miller, 1979

Example: Diabetes study
145 points in 5-dimensional space



Example: Cyclo-Octane (C8H16) data
1,000,000+ points in 24-dimensional space

Datasets have shapes

Non-Manifold Surface Reconstruction from High Dimensional Point Cloud Data 
by Shawn Martin and Jean-Paul Watson, 2010.



Example: Cyclo-Octane (C8H16) data
1,000,000+ points in 24-dimensional space

Figure 7: Conformation Space of Cyclo-Octane. Here we show how the set of conforma-
tions of cyclo-octane can be represented as a surface in a high dimensional space. On the
left, we show various conformations of cyclo-octane as drawn by PyMol (www.pymol.org).
In the center, these conformations are represented by the 3D coordinates of their atoms.
The coordinates are concatenated into vectors and shown as columns of a data matrix.
As an example, the entry c1,1,x of the matrix denotes the x-coordinate of the first carbon
atom in the first molecule. On the right, the Isomap method is used to obtain a lower
dimensional visualization of the data.

conformation space. Freedman’s method failed because the surface had self-
intersections of the type discussed in this paper. Thus we developed our
method for non-manifold surface reconstruction and applied it to the cyclo-
octane dataset.

To reduce complexity and avoid potential error due to hydrogen place-
ment, we used only ring atoms to obtain a dataset {xi}1,031,644

i=1 ⊂ R24. We ap-
plied our algorithm to this dataset using parameters ϵ = 0.23, dt = 0.05, dp =
0.01, and ϵp = 0.02. We used five different values of dl, given by 0.08, 0.09,
0.10, 0.11, and 0.12. We produced five different triangulations with 6,040;
7,114; 8,577; 10,503; and 13,194 vertices.

We used the Plex and Linbox toolboxes to check the accuracy of the
triangulations. For each of the five triangulations, we verified that every
neighborhood Bi (before decomposition) had Betti numbers 1,0,0. This is an
accuracy check because any neighborhood Bi should be homotopic to a point
and should therefore have Betti numbers 1,0,0. We also computed Betti num-
bers for each of the five full triangulations. In all cases we found the Betti
numbers to be 1,1,2. This consistency strongly suggests that the triangula-
tions are all representative of the actual conformation space. A visualization
of the triangulation with 6,044 vertices using the Isomap coordinate represen-
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Datasets have shapes

Non-Manifold Surface Reconstruction from High Dimensional Point Cloud Data 
by Shawn Martin and Jean-Paul Watson, 2010.
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Persistent	homology	
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Figure 5.2: (a) A snapshot of the z-component of the vorticity field ! for Kolmogorov
flow from the stable relative periodic orbit found at Re = 25.43. (b) A snapshot of
the renormalized 8-bit mid-plane temperature field T

⇤ for Rayleigh-Bénard convection
from the stable almost-periodic orbit found at Ra = 3000 and Pr = 1.

mean !(t + T ) ⇡ !(t), where T is the period of the PO that is guiding the dynamics

of the turbulent trajectory. The turbulent trajectory depicted in Figure 5.1(b) passes

close to unstable EQ and REQ solutions which are indicated by the red dots.

5.1.2 Rayleigh-Bénard Convection

Rayleigh-Bénard convection is a canonical pattern forming system that has been used to

gain many new fundamental insights into the spatiotemporal dynamics of systems that

are driven far-from-equilibrium [43, 44]. Rayleigh-Bénard convection is the buoyancy

driven fluid flow that occurs when a shallow layer of fluid is heated uniformly from

below in a gravitational field. The dynamics are governed by the Boussinesq equations,
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where u(x, y, z, t) is a vector field of the fluid velocity, p(x, y, z, t) is the pressure field,

and T (x, y, z, t) is the temperature field. In our notation, the origin of the Cartesian

coordinates (x, y, z) at the center of the domain are at the lower heated plate where ẑ is
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Figure 5.3: (a-d) Sublevel sets C(!, ✓) = {x 2 D : !(x)  ✓} of the vorticity field, shown
in Figure 5.2(a), for di↵erent values of ✓, depicted in black. (e) PD0(!) and (f) PD1(!)
persistence diagrams of the vorticity field indicate the values of ✓ at which the con-
nected components and loops appear and disappear (merge together). Video 1 of the
supplementary materials of [1] provides an animation.

5.3 Interpreting Persistence Diagrams

The purpose of this section is to provide intuition and interpretation of the informa-

tion that persistence diagrams present. As indicated in the previous section, we are

interested in the diagrams PDk(!), k = 0, 1, 2, of the vorticity field for Kolmogorov

Analysis of Kolmogorov flow and Rayleigh–Bénard convection using persistent 
homology by Miroslav Kramár, Rachel Levanger, Jeffrey Tithof, Balachandra Suri, 

Mu Xu, Mark Paul, Michael F Schatz, Konstantin Mischaikow



Persistent	homology	

Analysis of Kolmogorov flow and Rayleigh–Bénard convection using persistent 
homology by Miroslav Kramár, Rachel Levanger, Jeffrey Tithof, Balachandra Suri, 

Mu Xu, Mark Paul, Michael F Schatz, Konstantin Mischaikow
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Figure 5.2: (a) A snapshot of the z-component of the vorticity field ! for Kolmogorov
flow from the stable relative periodic orbit found at Re = 25.43. (b) A snapshot of
the renormalized 8-bit mid-plane temperature field T

⇤ for Rayleigh-Bénard convection
from the stable almost-periodic orbit found at Ra = 3000 and Pr = 1.

mean !(t + T ) ⇡ !(t), where T is the period of the PO that is guiding the dynamics

of the turbulent trajectory. The turbulent trajectory depicted in Figure 5.1(b) passes

close to unstable EQ and REQ solutions which are indicated by the red dots.

5.1.2 Rayleigh-Bénard Convection

Rayleigh-Bénard convection is a canonical pattern forming system that has been used to

gain many new fundamental insights into the spatiotemporal dynamics of systems that

are driven far-from-equilibrium [43, 44]. Rayleigh-Bénard convection is the buoyancy

driven fluid flow that occurs when a shallow layer of fluid is heated uniformly from

below in a gravitational field. The dynamics are governed by the Boussinesq equations,
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where u(x, y, z, t) is a vector field of the fluid velocity, p(x, y, z, t) is the pressure field,

and T (x, y, z, t) is the temperature field. In our notation, the origin of the Cartesian

coordinates (x, y, z) at the center of the domain are at the lower heated plate where ẑ is
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Figure 5.4: (a-d) Sublevel sets C(T ⇤
, ✓) = {x 2 D : T⇤(x)  ✓} of the the renormalized

8-bit temperature field T
⇤, shown in Figure 5.2(b), for di↵erent values of ✓, depicted in

black. As in Figure 5.3, the persistence diagrams (e) PD0(!) and (f) PD1(!) indicate
the values of ✓ at which the connected components and loops appear and disappear
(merge together). Video 2 of the supplementary materials of [1] provides an animation.

flow, and the diagrams PDk(T ⇤), k = 0, 1, of the temperature field for Rayleigh-Bénard

convection, shown in Figure 5.2.

We begin by discussing PD0(!), shown in Figure 5.3(e), computed from a single

time snapshot of the vorticity field for the Kolmogorov flow. The minimum value of

the vorticity field is �2.7206, and therefore, C(!, ✓) = ; for all ✓ < �2.7206. At



A donut and coffee mug are “homotopy equivalent”, and 
considered to be the same shape. You can bend and stretch 
(but not tear) one to get the other.

~

Topology studies shapes



torus has a Betti sequence (1, 2, 1, 0, I), since it has a
single connected component, two different loops that
cannot be deformed into a point (shown in red in the
bottom panel of Figure 2c), and there is a two-dimensional
surface that cannot be deformed into a point (shown in
orange in Figure 2c). The Klein bottle has the same
sequence as the torus (1, 2, 1, 0, I). This shows that
while two objects that are equivalent must have the same
Betti sequences, two objects that are not equivalent do not
necessarily have different sequences. Finally, a sphere has

a sequence (1, 0, 1, 0, I), as any one-dimensional loop on
its surface can be deformed into a point. The Betti
sequence therefore provides a signature (albeit not unique)
of the underlying topology of the object.
These definitions work for smooth continuous objects.

But suppose now that instead of a continuous rubbery
object we are faced with a finite set of (noisy) points
sampled from it, which may represent actual experimental
data. How can one estimate the Betti numbers of the
original object from these samples? The proposed method

Figure 2. Betti numbers provide a signature of the underlying topology. Illustrated in the figure are five simple objects (topological spaces)
together with their Betti number signatures: (a) a point, (b) a circle, (c) a hollow torus, (d) a Klein bottle, and (e) a hollow sphere. For the
case of the torus (c), the figure shows three loops on its surface. The red loops are “essential” in that they cannot be shrunk to a point, nor
can they be deformed one into the other without tearing the loop. The green loop, on the other hand, can be deformed to a point without
any obstruction. For the torus, therefore, we have b1 = 2. For the case of the sphere, the loops shown (and actually all loops on the
sphere) can be contracted to points, which is reflected by the fact that b1 = 0. Both the sphere and the torus have b2 = 1, this is due to the
fact both surfaces enclose a part of space (a void).

Figure 1. Topological equivalence in rubber-world. The figure illustrates the notion of equivalence by showing several objects (topological
spaces) connected by the symbols È when they are equivalent or by M when they are not. The reader should think that all the objects
shown are made of an elastic material and visualize the equivalence of two spaces by imagining a deformation between to objects.

Journal of Vision (2008) 8(8):11, 1–18 Singh et al. 3

Topological Analysis of Population Activity in Visual Cortex by 
Singh, Memoli, Ishkhanov, Sapiro, Carlsson, and Ringach, 2008.

Topology studies shapes



Torus
Topology studies shapes



Klein bottle
Topology studies shapes



Klein bottle
Topology studies shapes

Image	credit:	https://plus.maths.org/content/imaging-maths-inside-klein-bottle



Klein bottle

Image	credit:	https://plus.maths.org/content/imaging-maths-inside-klein-bottle
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Homology
• i-dimensional homology Hi “counts the number of i-dimensional holes”
• i-dimensional homology Hi actually has the structure of a vector space!

0-dimensional homology H0: rank 1
1-dimensional homology H1: rank 6

0-dimensional homology H0: rank 6
1-dimensional homology H1: rank 0

0-dimensional homology H0: rank 1
1-dimensional homology H1: rank 3



Homology
• i-dimensional homology “counts the number of i-dimensional holes”
• i-dimensional homology actually has the structure of a vector space!

0-dimensional homology H0: rank 1
1-dimensional homology H1: rank 0
2-dimensional homology H2: rank 1

0-dimensional homology H0: rank 1
1-dimensional homology H1: rank 2
2-dimensional homology H2: rank 1

Be careful! (Same as torus over               )

Image	credit:	https://plus.maths.org/content/imaging-maths-inside-klein-bottle
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torus has a Betti sequence (1, 2, 1, 0, I), since it has a
single connected component, two different loops that
cannot be deformed into a point (shown in red in the
bottom panel of Figure 2c), and there is a two-dimensional
surface that cannot be deformed into a point (shown in
orange in Figure 2c). The Klein bottle has the same
sequence as the torus (1, 2, 1, 0, I). This shows that
while two objects that are equivalent must have the same
Betti sequences, two objects that are not equivalent do not
necessarily have different sequences. Finally, a sphere has

a sequence (1, 0, 1, 0, I), as any one-dimensional loop on
its surface can be deformed into a point. The Betti
sequence therefore provides a signature (albeit not unique)
of the underlying topology of the object.
These definitions work for smooth continuous objects.

But suppose now that instead of a continuous rubbery
object we are faced with a finite set of (noisy) points
sampled from it, which may represent actual experimental
data. How can one estimate the Betti numbers of the
original object from these samples? The proposed method

Figure 2. Betti numbers provide a signature of the underlying topology. Illustrated in the figure are five simple objects (topological spaces)
together with their Betti number signatures: (a) a point, (b) a circle, (c) a hollow torus, (d) a Klein bottle, and (e) a hollow sphere. For the
case of the torus (c), the figure shows three loops on its surface. The red loops are “essential” in that they cannot be shrunk to a point, nor
can they be deformed one into the other without tearing the loop. The green loop, on the other hand, can be deformed to a point without
any obstruction. For the torus, therefore, we have b1 = 2. For the case of the sphere, the loops shown (and actually all loops on the
sphere) can be contracted to points, which is reflected by the fact that b1 = 0. Both the sphere and the torus have b2 = 1, this is due to the
fact both surfaces enclose a part of space (a void).

Figure 1. Topological equivalence in rubber-world. The figure illustrates the notion of equivalence by showing several objects (topological
spaces) connected by the symbols È when they are equivalent or by M when they are not. The reader should think that all the objects
shown are made of an elastic material and visualize the equivalence of two spaces by imagining a deformation between to objects.

Journal of Vision (2008) 8(8):11, 1–18 Singh et al. 3

Homotopy equivalent shapes
have the same homology

Homology

Topological Analysis of Population Activity in Visual Cortex by 
Singh, Memoli, Ishkhanov, Sapiro, Carlsson, and Ringach, 2008.
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Simplicial	complexes

Homology
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A	cycle	has	no	boundary.

1-cycle 2-cycle0-cycle

Homology



1-cycle 2-cycle0-cycle

A	cycle	has	no	boundary.

Homology



IV.2 Homology 83

Fundamental Lemma of Homology. ∂p∂p+1d = 0 for every integer p
and every (p + 1)-chain d.

Proof. We just need to show that ∂p∂p+1τ = 0 for a (p + 1)-simplex τ . The
boundary, ∂p+1τ , consists of all p-faces of τ . Every (p− 1)-face of τ belongs to
exactly two p-faces, so ∂p(∂p+1τ) = 0.

It follows that every p-boundary is also a p-cycle or, equivalently, that Bp

is a subgroup of Zp. Figure IV.4 illustrates the subgroup relations among the
three types of groups and their connection across dimensions through boundary
homomorphisms.
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0 0 0

p+2 p+1 p p−1

Figure IV.4: The chain complex consisting of a linear sequence of chain, cycle, and
boundary groups connected by boundary homomorphisms.

Homology groups. Since the boundaries form subgroups of the cycle
groups, we can take quotients, which are the homology groups, Hp = Zp/Bp.
Each element is a collection obtained by adding each p-boundary to a given
p-cycle, c + Bp with c ∈ Zp. More formally, this collection is called a coset.
Any two cycles in the same coset are said to be homologous, which is denoted
as c1 ∼ c2; see Figure IV.5. We may take c as the representative of this coset

Figure IV.5: A torus with three closed curves, each a 1-cycle. Only one a 1-boundary
and it is homologous to the sum of the other two. The sum of the three curves is
therefore a 1-boundary, namely of the pair of pants between them.

Two cycles are equivalent if they differ by a boundary.
Hi measures equivalence classes of i-cycles.

Homology



Homology
• i-dimensional homology “counts the number of i-dimensional holes”
• i-dimensional homology actually has the structure of a vector space!

0-dimensional homology H0: rank 1
1-dimensional homology H1: rank 0
2-dimensional homology H2: rank 1

0-dimensional homology H0: rank 1
1-dimensional homology H1: rank 2
2-dimensional homology H2: rank 1

Be careful! (Same as torus over               )

Image	credit:	https://plus.maths.org/content/imaging-maths-inside-klein-bottle
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What shape is this?

S. Martin, J.-P. Watson / Computational Geometry 44 (2011) 427–441 437

Table 2
Example run times. Here we show the run times obtained for the different examples investigated in this section. For each example we provide the number
of points n, number of landmarks L, neighborhood size k, time in seconds for pre-processing, and time in seconds for reconstruction.

Example n L k Pre-proc. Recon.

Sphere 10,000 886 36 1.7 368.2
Torus 10,000 667 28 1.1 220.5
Double torus 20,000 813 26 3.7 263.1

Mobius strip 10,000 416 23 0.9 123.7
Klein figure 8 10,000 1940 33 3.8 778.0
RP2 100,000 753 35 11.7 302.0

Two spheres 83,646 1588 13 446.4 344.4
Klein immersion 61,440 4566 14 295.7 1183.3
Henneberg 13,637 1463 39 40.9 723.4

Fig. 7. Conformation space of cyclo-octane. Here we show how the set of conformations of cyclo-octane can be represented as a surface in a high-
dimensional space. On the left, we show various conformations of cyclo-octane as drawn by PyMol (www.pymol.org). In the center, these conformations are
represented by the 3D coordinates of their atoms. The coordinates are concatenated into vectors and shown as columns of a data matrix. As an example,
the entry c1,1,x of the matrix denotes the x-coordinate of the first carbon atom in the first molecule. On the right, the Isomap method is used to obtain a
lower-dimensional visualization of the data.

3.5. Run times

The run times for the nine examples we have investigated are shown in Table 2. These times were obtained on
a 2.26 GHz Intel Xeon dual quadcore workstation with 16 GB of RAM. The algorithm was implemented in Matlab
(www.mathworks.com) using the optimization toolbox to solve the linear program in (6). Table 2 shows that pre-processing
is negligible except for the non-manifold examples. In the case of the non-manifold examples, the pre-processing is generally
faster than the triangulation.

4. Application

Cyclo-octane is a saturated eight-member cyclic compound with chemical formula C8H16. Cyclo-octane has received
attention in computational chemistry because it has multiple conformations of similar energy, a complex potential energy
surface, and significant (steric) influence from the hydrogen atoms on preferred conformations [32–34]. Cyclo-octane is also
interesting because there are enumerative algorithms available which can provide a dense sampling of the conformation
space [35,36]. These algorithms show from first principles that the resulting conformation space has two degrees of freedom,
suggesting that the space is a surface (but not necessarily a manifold).

Using dimension reduction methods, we have previously analyzed the cyclo-octane conformation space [16]. In our
analysis, we used a dataset of 1,031,644 cyclo-octane conformations, enumerated using the triaxial loop closure algorithm
of Coutsias et al. [35]. Each conformation is placed in Cartesian space via the 3D position coordinates of each atom in the
molecule. The conformations are then aligned to a reference conformation such that the Eckart conditions are satisfied [37].
The final positions of a given conformation are concatenated to obtain a vector in R72. The resulting collection is a dataset
{xi}1,031,644i=1 ⊂ R72 which is presumed to describe a surface. In Brown et al. [16] we applied a variety of dimension reduction
methods to the cyclo-octane dataset, one of which was Isomap [38]. A summary of our analysis using the Isomap reduction
is shown in Fig. 7.

Beyond dimension reduction, the next step in our analysis is surface reconstruction. Unfortunately, the Isomap repre-
sentation of the cyclo-octane conformation space is only a visualization, and is not accurate enough for use with a 3D
surface reconstruction methods. Therefore we applied Freedman’s algorithm for surface reconstruction in the original high-
dimensional conformation space. Freedman’s method failed because the surface had self-intersections of the type discussed
in this paper. Thus we developed our method for non-manifold surface reconstruction and applied it to the cyclo-octane
dataset.

Topology studies shapes
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For metric space X and scale r � 0, the
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For a data set X ✓ Rn and scale r � 0, the
Čech simplicial complex Čech(X ; r) has

vertex set X
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Nerve	Lemma. Čech(X; r) ' union of balls
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3 Topological Machinery

In this section we describe how to use only a finite sampling from some unknown
underlying space to estimate the underlying space’s topology. The first step is
to build a nested family of simplicial complexes, and the second is to apply per-
sistent homology. This is the same topological approach used to analyze optical
and range image patches in [2, 16]. We refer the interested reader to [4, 24] for
more information on homology, to [14, 20, 21, 36] for introductions to persistent
homology, and to [3, 8, 10, 11, 18, 28, 33–35] for example applications of persistent
homology to sensor networks, machine learning, biology, medical imaging, etc.

3.1 Vietoris–Rips Complexes

Our nested complexes will be Vietoris–Rips simplicial complexes. The main idea
is to define all data points to be vertices of the complex, and to define a sim-
plex � on each finite set of vertices within a given diameter. Indeed, let (X, d)
denote a metric space, and fix a scale parameter r � 0. The Vietoris–Rips sim-
plical complex with vertex set X and scale parameter r, denoted VR(X; r), is
defined as follows. A finite subset � = {x1, . . . , xn} ✓ X is a face of VR(X; r)
whenever diam(�)  r (i.e., whenever sup1ijn{d(xi, xj)}  r). By definition,
VR(X; r) ✓ VR(X; r0) whenever r  r

0, so this family is indeed nested.
Let us consider an example. Let X be 21 points which (unknown to us) are

sampled with noise from a circle. Figure 3 contains four nested Vietoris–rips
complexes built from X, with r increasing from left to right. The black dots
denote X. In (a), r is small enough that a loop has not yet formed. In (b), r is
such that we recover instead a figure-eight. In (c), VR(X; r) recovers a circle. In
(d), r is large enough that the loop has filled to a disk.
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Fig. 3. Four nested Vietoris–Rips complexes, with �0 equal to 1 in all four complexes,
and with �1 equal to 0, 2, 1, and 0.

3.2 Persistent Homology

Betti numbers are one way of distinguishing between di↵erent topological spaces:
a necessary condition for two spaces to be homotopy equivalent is for all of their
Betti numbers to be equal. The k-th Betti number of a topological space, denoted
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Fig. 4. (Top) The 0-dimensional persistence barcode associated to the dataset in Fig-
ure 3. (Bottom) The 1-dimensional persistence barcode associated to the same dataset.

�k, is the rank of the k-th homology group. Roughly speaking, �k is the number
of “k-dimensional holes” in a space, where the number of 0-dimensional holes is
the number of connected components. For an n-dimensional sphere with n � 1,
we have �0 = 1 and �n = 1.

If we want to estimate the topology of the underlying space by the topology
of VR(X; r), the choice of r is important. However, without knowing the under-
lying space, we do not know how to make this choice. Hence, we use persistent
homology [21, 36], which allows us to compute the Betti numbers over a range of
r-values and display the result as a persistent homology barcode. See Figure 4.

Persistent homology depends on the the fact that the map from a topological
space Y to its k-th homology group Hk(Y ) is a functor. This means that for
r  r

0, the inclusion VR(X; r) ,! VR(X; r0)) of topological spaces induces a
map Hk

�
VR(X; r)

�
! Hk

�
VR(X; r0)

�
between homology groups [20].

The horizontal axis in Figure 4 contains the varying r-values. At a given scale
r, the Betti number �k is the number of intervals in the dimension k plot that
intersect the vertical line through scale r. In the dimension 0 plot, we see the
21 disjoint spaces joining into one connected component as r increases. The two
intervals in the dimension 1 plot correspond to the two loops that appear: each
interval begins when a loop forms and ends when that loop fills to a disk.

The topological profile of this example, �0 = 1 and �1 = 1, is obtained for a
long range of r-values in Figure 4. The idea of persistent homology is that long
intervals in the persistence barcodes correspond to real topological features of
the underlying space. We disregard short intervals as noise. Hence, this barcode
reflects the fact that our points X were noisily sampled from a circle.

3.3 Zigzag Persistent Homology

Zigzag persistence [15, 17] provides a generalization of the theory of persistent
homology. In zigzag persistence, the direction of maps along a sequence of topo-
logical spaces is arbitrary, as opposed to the unidirectional sequence of maps
in persistent homology. Given a large dataset Y , one may attempt to estimate
the topology of Y by instead estimating the topology of a number of smaller

H1

H0
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of “k-dimensional holes” in a space, where the number of 0-dimensional holes is
the number of connected components. For an n-dimensional sphere with n � 1,
we have �0 = 1 and �n = 1.

If we want to estimate the topology of the underlying space by the topology
of VR(X; r), the choice of r is important. However, without knowing the under-
lying space, we do not know how to make this choice. Hence, we use persistent
homology [21, 36], which allows us to compute the Betti numbers over a range of
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Figure 5.2: (a) A snapshot of the z-component of the vorticity field ! for Kolmogorov
flow from the stable relative periodic orbit found at Re = 25.43. (b) A snapshot of
the renormalized 8-bit mid-plane temperature field T

⇤ for Rayleigh-Bénard convection
from the stable almost-periodic orbit found at Ra = 3000 and Pr = 1.

mean !(t + T ) ⇡ !(t), where T is the period of the PO that is guiding the dynamics

of the turbulent trajectory. The turbulent trajectory depicted in Figure 5.1(b) passes

close to unstable EQ and REQ solutions which are indicated by the red dots.

5.1.2 Rayleigh-Bénard Convection

Rayleigh-Bénard convection is a canonical pattern forming system that has been used to

gain many new fundamental insights into the spatiotemporal dynamics of systems that

are driven far-from-equilibrium [43, 44]. Rayleigh-Bénard convection is the buoyancy

driven fluid flow that occurs when a shallow layer of fluid is heated uniformly from

below in a gravitational field. The dynamics are governed by the Boussinesq equations,
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where u(x, y, z, t) is a vector field of the fluid velocity, p(x, y, z, t) is the pressure field,

and T (x, y, z, t) is the temperature field. In our notation, the origin of the Cartesian

coordinates (x, y, z) at the center of the domain are at the lower heated plate where ẑ is
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Figure 5.3: (a-d) Sublevel sets C(!, ✓) = {x 2 D : !(x)  ✓} of the vorticity field, shown
in Figure 5.2(a), for di↵erent values of ✓, depicted in black. (e) PD0(!) and (f) PD1(!)
persistence diagrams of the vorticity field indicate the values of ✓ at which the con-
nected components and loops appear and disappear (merge together). Video 1 of the
supplementary materials of [1] provides an animation.

5.3 Interpreting Persistence Diagrams

The purpose of this section is to provide intuition and interpretation of the informa-

tion that persistence diagrams present. As indicated in the previous section, we are

interested in the diagrams PDk(!), k = 0, 1, 2, of the vorticity field for Kolmogorov
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Figure 5.4: (a-d) Sublevel sets C(T ⇤
, ✓) = {x 2 D : T⇤(x)  ✓} of the the renormalized

8-bit temperature field T
⇤, shown in Figure 5.2(b), for di↵erent values of ✓, depicted in

black. As in Figure 5.3, the persistence diagrams (e) PD0(!) and (f) PD1(!) indicate
the values of ✓ at which the connected components and loops appear and disappear
(merge together). Video 2 of the supplementary materials of [1] provides an animation.

flow, and the diagrams PDk(T ⇤), k = 0, 1, of the temperature field for Rayleigh-Bénard

convection, shown in Figure 5.2.

We begin by discussing PD0(!), shown in Figure 5.3(e), computed from a single

time snapshot of the vorticity field for the Kolmogorov flow. The minimum value of

the vorticity field is �2.7206, and therefore, C(!, ✓) = ; for all ✓ < �2.7206. At
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Table 2
Example run times. Here we show the run times obtained for the different examples investigated in this section. For each example we provide the number
of points n, number of landmarks L, neighborhood size k, time in seconds for pre-processing, and time in seconds for reconstruction.

Example n L k Pre-proc. Recon.

Sphere 10,000 886 36 1.7 368.2
Torus 10,000 667 28 1.1 220.5
Double torus 20,000 813 26 3.7 263.1

Mobius strip 10,000 416 23 0.9 123.7
Klein figure 8 10,000 1940 33 3.8 778.0
RP2 100,000 753 35 11.7 302.0

Two spheres 83,646 1588 13 446.4 344.4
Klein immersion 61,440 4566 14 295.7 1183.3
Henneberg 13,637 1463 39 40.9 723.4

Fig. 7. Conformation space of cyclo-octane. Here we show how the set of conformations of cyclo-octane can be represented as a surface in a high-
dimensional space. On the left, we show various conformations of cyclo-octane as drawn by PyMol (www.pymol.org). In the center, these conformations are
represented by the 3D coordinates of their atoms. The coordinates are concatenated into vectors and shown as columns of a data matrix. As an example,
the entry c1,1,x of the matrix denotes the x-coordinate of the first carbon atom in the first molecule. On the right, the Isomap method is used to obtain a
lower-dimensional visualization of the data.

3.5. Run times

The run times for the nine examples we have investigated are shown in Table 2. These times were obtained on
a 2.26 GHz Intel Xeon dual quadcore workstation with 16 GB of RAM. The algorithm was implemented in Matlab
(www.mathworks.com) using the optimization toolbox to solve the linear program in (6). Table 2 shows that pre-processing
is negligible except for the non-manifold examples. In the case of the non-manifold examples, the pre-processing is generally
faster than the triangulation.

4. Application

Cyclo-octane is a saturated eight-member cyclic compound with chemical formula C8H16. Cyclo-octane has received
attention in computational chemistry because it has multiple conformations of similar energy, a complex potential energy
surface, and significant (steric) influence from the hydrogen atoms on preferred conformations [32–34]. Cyclo-octane is also
interesting because there are enumerative algorithms available which can provide a dense sampling of the conformation
space [35,36]. These algorithms show from first principles that the resulting conformation space has two degrees of freedom,
suggesting that the space is a surface (but not necessarily a manifold).

Using dimension reduction methods, we have previously analyzed the cyclo-octane conformation space [16]. In our
analysis, we used a dataset of 1,031,644 cyclo-octane conformations, enumerated using the triaxial loop closure algorithm
of Coutsias et al. [35]. Each conformation is placed in Cartesian space via the 3D position coordinates of each atom in the
molecule. The conformations are then aligned to a reference conformation such that the Eckart conditions are satisfied [37].
The final positions of a given conformation are concatenated to obtain a vector in R72. The resulting collection is a dataset
{xi}1,031,644i=1 ⊂ R72 which is presumed to describe a surface. In Brown et al. [16] we applied a variety of dimension reduction
methods to the cyclo-octane dataset, one of which was Isomap [38]. A summary of our analysis using the Isomap reduction
is shown in Fig. 7.

Beyond dimension reduction, the next step in our analysis is surface reconstruction. Unfortunately, the Isomap repre-
sentation of the cyclo-octane conformation space is only a visualization, and is not accurate enough for use with a 3D
surface reconstruction methods. Therefore we applied Freedman’s algorithm for surface reconstruction in the original high-
dimensional conformation space. Freedman’s method failed because the surface had self-intersections of the type discussed
in this paper. Thus we developed our method for non-manifold surface reconstruction and applied it to the cyclo-octane
dataset.
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Figure 8: Triangulation of Cyclo-Octane Conformation Space. Here we show the triangu-
lation obtained by our surface reconstruction algorithm on the cyclo-octane conformation
space. The triangulation was carried out in 24 dimensions, but is shown using the reduced
dimensional representation provided by Isomap. Self-intersections are shown in black.
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the entry c1,1,x of the matrix denotes the x-coordinate of the first carbon atom in the first molecule. On the right, the Isomap method is used to obtain a
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a 2.26 GHz Intel Xeon dual quadcore workstation with 16 GB of RAM. The algorithm was implemented in Matlab
(www.mathworks.com) using the optimization toolbox to solve the linear program in (6). Table 2 shows that pre-processing
is negligible except for the non-manifold examples. In the case of the non-manifold examples, the pre-processing is generally
faster than the triangulation.

4. Application

Cyclo-octane is a saturated eight-member cyclic compound with chemical formula C8H16. Cyclo-octane has received
attention in computational chemistry because it has multiple conformations of similar energy, a complex potential energy
surface, and significant (steric) influence from the hydrogen atoms on preferred conformations [32–34]. Cyclo-octane is also
interesting because there are enumerative algorithms available which can provide a dense sampling of the conformation
space [35,36]. These algorithms show from first principles that the resulting conformation space has two degrees of freedom,
suggesting that the space is a surface (but not necessarily a manifold).

Using dimension reduction methods, we have previously analyzed the cyclo-octane conformation space [16]. In our
analysis, we used a dataset of 1,031,644 cyclo-octane conformations, enumerated using the triaxial loop closure algorithm
of Coutsias et al. [35]. Each conformation is placed in Cartesian space via the 3D position coordinates of each atom in the
molecule. The conformations are then aligned to a reference conformation such that the Eckart conditions are satisfied [37].
The final positions of a given conformation are concatenated to obtain a vector in R72. The resulting collection is a dataset
{xi}1,031,644i=1 ⊂ R72 which is presumed to describe a surface. In Brown et al. [16] we applied a variety of dimension reduction
methods to the cyclo-octane dataset, one of which was Isomap [38]. A summary of our analysis using the Isomap reduction
is shown in Fig. 7.

Beyond dimension reduction, the next step in our analysis is surface reconstruction. Unfortunately, the Isomap repre-
sentation of the cyclo-octane conformation space is only a visualization, and is not accurate enough for use with a 3D
surface reconstruction methods. Therefore we applied Freedman’s algorithm for surface reconstruction in the original high-
dimensional conformation space. Freedman’s method failed because the surface had self-intersections of the type discussed
in this paper. Thus we developed our method for non-manifold surface reconstruction and applied it to the cyclo-octane
dataset.
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chair-chair !TCC", boat !B", saddle, also known as twist-boat
!TB", boat-boat !BB", boat-chair !BC", twist-boat-chair
!TBC", chair !C", and twist-chair !TC". Each of Hendrick-
son’s ten conformations has certain symmetries when we
consider ring atoms. These symmetries are obtained by rota-
tion and reflection of the conformation in physical space.
!When such a change occurs as a result of molecular motion,
i.e., by changes in torsion angles, it is known as a pseudoro-
tation." One way to quantify these symmetries is by examin-
ing torsion angles. The crown conformation, for example, is
highly symmetric and can exist in only two states: !cr. The
boat conformation is also very symmetric but can exist in
four states: !b1 and !b2. In general, conformations on the
spherical component of the cyclo-octane space have the sym-
metry !t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t1 , t2 , t3 , t4" and absent additional symme-
try will exist in eight states. Conformations on the Klein
bottle component have no such constraint and absent addi-
tional symmetry will exist in 16 states.

In Fig. 4 we have located each instance of Hendrickson’s
ten conformations in our representation of the cyclo-octane
conformation space. Also shown in Fig. 4 are two additional
conformations, which we call peak !P" and saddle !S". P and
S occur on the intersection rings and within the set of inter-
section ring conformations they are energy maxima !P" and
minima !S". Figure 4 can be used to understand how particu-
lar cyclo-octane conformers influence the topology and ge-
ometry of the full conformation space. As an example, con-
sider the spherical component of the conformation space in
Fig. 4!a". There are two Cr conformers, related to each other
through reflection. This reflection occurs through the center

of the sphere so that the two Cr’s are opposite each other on
the north and south poles. At a high northern latitude, there
are four TCCs, related to each other through rotation, thus
forming a ring. In the southern hemisphere, there are four
additional TCCs, forming their own ring, and related to the
northern TCCs through reflection. Similarly, there are four
northern and four southern CCs, S’s, and P’s. On the equator,
there are four B’s and BBs, related through rotation, again
forming rings. Finally, there are eight TBs related to each
other by both rotation and reflection. Since reflection is
through the center of the sphere, reflected TBs again lie on
the equator. !In fact this also occurs with the B’s and BBs,
except that the reflected Bs and BBs can also be obtained by
rotation." All of these symmetries are accommodated by the
topology of the sphere. If we now consider distance as a
constraint, we see how the particular conformers influence
the geometry of the sphere. Both TCCs and CCs are very
similar to Cr’s so that they are near the poles. They are also
very similar to each other so they form small diameter !high
latitude" rings. By comparison, B’s and BBs are distinct from
Cr’s and from each other so are far from the poles and form
large diameter !equatorial" rings. These rings are then con-
nected by meridians !e.g., Cr-TCC-S-B-S-TCC-Cr" to form
the sphere.

Similar observations can be made to understand why the
Möbius strip occurs in Fig. 4!b". The S and P conformers are
connected in a central ring corresponding to the northern S
and P intersection ring in Fig. 4!a". These conformations are
related by rotation, i.e., the S’s are related by rotation, as are
the P’s, while their reflections occur on the red Möbius strip

FIG. 3. Projections from torsion space. Here we show how the canonical crown-boat-chair basis can be used to produce a fully reduced 2D representation of
the cyclo-octane conformation space. The canonical conformations corresponding to the crown !cr", boat !b1 ,b2", and chair !c1 ,c2" are shown in !a". The
projection of the space onto !b1 ,b2 ,cr" is shown in !b", analytically reproducing the results previously obtained using Isomap. We use green to represent the
spherical component !c" of the conformation space and blue/red to represent the Klein bottle component !e". The intersection rings are shown using black. The
spherical component !c" of the conformation space can be reduced to 2D by varying the azimuthal angle !"" between 0 and 2# in the !b1 ,b2" plane, as shown
in !d". The Klein bottle component can be reduced to 2D by decomposition into two Möbius strips, apparent using !c1 ," ,c2" coordinates !f", where " again
varies between 0 and 2#. The Möbius strips in !f" are in fact helicoids, which can be parametrized using signed distances r1 and r2 from the line c1=c2
=0. The signed distances can be used to reduce the two Möbius strips to 2D #!g" and !h"$. In !g" and !h", we show how the two Möbius strips can be glued
together to form the Klein bottle using labeled arrows to show equivalences !e.g.—A→". It is interesting to note that representation of the Klein bottle in !b"
and !e" has two deficiencies. First, the Möbius strips have been folded over the intersection rings so that the hourglass shape actually consists of two sheets,
although it appears as one. Second, the apparent singularity at the origin is in fact an artifact of the projection. In actuality, the Möbius strips are joined
according to the equivalences in !g" and !h", although using dimensions which are not visible in the !b1 ,b2 ,cr" coordinates.

234115-4 Martin et al. J. Chem. Phys. 132, 234115 !2010"
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!or southern intersection ring". The BCs also form a ring,
again related by rotation, with the reflected ring occurring on
the red Möbius strip. If we account for distance, the BC ring
is approximately twice as long as the central S and P ring
!note there are twice as many BCs as there are S’s or P’s".
Further, each point on the central ring is close in distance to
two points occurring on opposite sides of the BC ring !e.g., a
P is close to two opposite BCs". Thus we have a long ring
with opposite points connected via a short ring: a Möbius
strip. The TBC ring is similar to the BC ring. The C’s and
TCs are analogous to the equatorial ring in Fig. 4!b", in that
they capture both rotation and reflection. The C’s and TCs
also serve to connect the blue and red Möbius strips, forming
the Klein bottle.

D. Energy landscape

In addition to conformation, we must of course consider
energy to obtain a full understanding of cyclo-octane. Using
TINKER,29 we computed the MM3 energy30 for each confor-
mation in our 6040 point data set. We also used TINKER to
investigate four transition states previously discovered using
quantum calculations.16,31 These transition states are Cr

!via TCC"→TS1→TBC, TBC→TS2→BC, TBC→TS3
→TBC, and BC→TS4→BB. The third state TS3 is a pseu-
dorotation of TBC. !In addition, B and C were found to be
transition states,31 although these are not included in our
analysis." We verified that these four conformations were
transition states using vibrational analysis with MM3 energy
in TINKER. Finally, we used structure minimization and TINK-

ER’s implementation of the Elber–Karplus Lagrangian
multiplier-based reaction path following algorithm32 to lo-
cate paths through conformation space connecting the vari-
ous conformers via the transition states. The results of these
investigations are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 summarizes most of what is known about
cyclo-octane’s geometry. There are three conformation fami-
lies: crown !Cr, CC, and TCC", boat !B, BB, and TB", and
boat-chair !BC, TBC, C, and TC". There are two major tran-
sition states TS1 and TS4 that provide interconversion be-
tween the three families, and there are additional minor tran-
sition states TS2, TS3 !which appears to be the TC
conformation", B, and C which provide interconversions
within the families. Finally, the topology of the landscape
can be described as a sphere intersecting a Klein bottle. In
fact, it was previously thought that the conformation space of
cyclo-octane could be qualitatively modeled as a sphere
intersecting a torus.33 This observation was made using
ring puckering coordinates and a limited sample of
conformations.28

Perhaps more interesting is how the topology of the
cyclo-octane energy landscape supports the fact that the BC
is the dominant conformation. We first observe the relatively
high energy of the boat family, making B, TB, and BB un-
likely conformations. Next we note that while BC is the glo-
bal energy minimum, it is only slightly lower than Cr, with
an approximate difference of 1 kcal/mol. Why then is BC the
dominant conformation? We have observed that only two
distinct Cr conformers exist, located on opposite poles of the
spherical component of the conformation space. These con-
formers are accessible from the rest of the conformational
space only via the relatively high energy TS1 transition state.
In contrast, there are 16 distinct BC conformers. Each of
these is connected via low energy TS2 barriers to two nearby
TBC conformers, forming two rings of connected states on
the two Mobius strips. Furthermore, the TBC conformers in
the two rings are connected to each other via TS3 !TC" tran-
sition states. Hence the BC and TBC conformers form a large
highly connected cluster of low energy states. In summary,
the topology of the Klein bottle, combined with the energy
landscape, causes cyclo-octane to heavily favor BC conform-
ers over Cr conformers.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have applied tools from the emerging fields of com-
putational algebraic geometry and topology, as well as non-
linear dimension reduction, to better understand the energy
landscape of cyclo-octane. Because cyclo-octane is a rela-
tively simple molecule, it has been well studied for the past
40 years. Even so, the tools we used have yielded new in-
sights. First, it is surprising that the underlying conformation

FIG. 4. Hendrickson’s cyclo-octane conformations. Here we show the po-
sitions of Hendrickson’s ten conformations of cyclo-octane in our reduced
dimensional representation. Shown in !a" are six of the conformations as
they appear on the spherical !green" component of the conformation space,
including Cr, CC, TCC, B, BB, and TB, as well as our S and P conforma-
tions, corresponding to the intersection ring energy minima !S" and maxima
!P" seen in Fig. 5. Shown in !b" are the C, TC, BC, and TBC conformations
occurring on the blue Möbius strip. Conformations on the red Möbius strip
are identically distributed. Shown in !c" are instances of the ten conforma-
tions, as well as S and P.
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can be described as a sphere intersecting a Klein bottle. In
fact, it was previously thought that the conformation space of
cyclo-octane could be qualitatively modeled as a sphere
intersecting a torus.33 This observation was made using
ring puckering coordinates and a limited sample of
conformations.28
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cyclo-octane energy landscape supports the fact that the BC
is the dominant conformation. We first observe the relatively
high energy of the boat family, making B, TB, and BB un-
likely conformations. Next we note that while BC is the glo-
bal energy minimum, it is only slightly lower than Cr, with
an approximate difference of 1 kcal/mol. Why then is BC the
dominant conformation? We have observed that only two
distinct Cr conformers exist, located on opposite poles of the
spherical component of the conformation space. These con-
formers are accessible from the rest of the conformational
space only via the relatively high energy TS1 transition state.
In contrast, there are 16 distinct BC conformers. Each of
these is connected via low energy TS2 barriers to two nearby
TBC conformers, forming two rings of connected states on
the two Mobius strips. Furthermore, the TBC conformers in
the two rings are connected to each other via TS3 !TC" tran-
sition states. Hence the BC and TBC conformers form a large
highly connected cluster of low energy states. In summary,
the topology of the Klein bottle, combined with the energy
landscape, causes cyclo-octane to heavily favor BC conform-
ers over Cr conformers.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have applied tools from the emerging fields of com-
putational algebraic geometry and topology, as well as non-
linear dimension reduction, to better understand the energy
landscape of cyclo-octane. Because cyclo-octane is a rela-
tively simple molecule, it has been well studied for the past
40 years. Even so, the tools we used have yielded new in-
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sitions of Hendrickson’s ten conformations of cyclo-octane in our reduced
dimensional representation. Shown in !a" are six of the conformations as
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space is nonmanifold. Although the space was known to be
an algebraic variety, it was not known that the variety had
singularities. Second, the existence of a nonorientable com-
ponent !the Klein bottle" was not known and not expected.
To our knowledge this discovery is unique in the area of
molecular motion. In addition, the existence of the Klein
bottle is not just a mathematical artifact. Instead, its presence
is intimately tied to the geometry of cyclo-octane conforma-
tion, and together with the energy landscape can be used to
summarize and explain the molecular motion of cyclo-
octane.

Although our findings have a certain intrinsic interest,
we should ask how they influence the standard view of en-
ergy landscapes and how they might affect typical algorithms
used in computational chemistry. To address these questions,
we first note that the cyclo-octane conformations studied
here were obtained using a rigid geometry !fixed bond

lengths and angles". We might speculate that the structure we
observed was an artifact of this assumption, and that it might
dissolve upon relaxing this constraint. The assertion that
such structures are not artificial is known as the rigid geom-
etry hypothesis,20,34 and is based on the observation that de-
formations of bond lengths and angles are up to two orders
of magnitude stiffer than deformations of torsion angles. As
an example, our experience using TINKER did not assume a
rigid geometry but our results supported the rigid geometry
hypothesis, in that the transition paths we found were near
the constrained surface.

Next consider the existence of the intersection rings. We
might imagine that the energy gradient at a point on an in-
tersection ring would preferentially push a cyclo-octane con-
formation onto one or the other of the sphere or the Klein
bottle. If this were the case we would again conclude that the
rings were an artifact. However, this is not the case. The

FIG. 5. Energy landscape for cyclo-octane. Here we show Hendrickson’s ten conformations and four known transition states for cyclo-octane relative to the
MM3 energy landscape using the parametrizations described in Fig. 3. In !a" we plot !! ,cr ,MM3 energy" for the spherical !green" component of the
cyclo-octane conformation space. The intersection rings are shown using black lines and Hendrickson’s conformations are labeled using circles. The circles
are colored black if they correspond to predicted energy minima !Refs. 16 and 31" or white otherwise. Transition pathways are shown in brown between
conformers. In !b" we show the energy landscape in !! ,r1 ,MM3 energy" coordinates for the blue Möbius strip. In !c" we show the four transition states and
pathways computed using the Elber–Karplus !EK" algorithm in !b1 ,b2 ,cr" coordinates. Note that the transition states and pathways are unconstrained !in terms
of bond length/angle" and therefore lie near, but not on the constrained surface described in Fig. 3. In !d" we show a network of transition pathways with all
of the paths drawn from !a" to !c". The paths are colored according to the component !green or blue" that contains each one, or using black lines for transition
state pathways. A gray colored circle indicates a transition state. In !e"–!h" we show transition pathway coordinates vs MM3 energy for the four transition
states and the closest corresponding paths on the constrained surface. The MM3 energy ranges from 20 to 45 kcal/mol, and the same energy scale is used for
each plot. It is interesting to note that interconversions between the sphere and the Klein bottle are less likely than interconversions within the Klein bottle.
In !e" and !h", for example, we see that the transition states are relatively high energy, while in !f" and !g" the transition states are low energy. These differences
are also reflected in the constrained vs unconstrained pathways: In !e" and !h", the transition states are significantly lower in energy than the constrained saddle
S, and in !f" and !g", the constrained vs unconstrained paths are not much different. #We also note that TB appears to be a minima using the constrained MM3
energy surface !h", but in reality this is not the case !Refs. 16 and 31".$

234115-6 Martin et al. J. Chem. Phys. 132, 234115 !2010"

space is nonmanifold. Although the space was known to be
an algebraic variety, it was not known that the variety had
singularities. Second, the existence of a nonorientable com-
ponent !the Klein bottle" was not known and not expected.
To our knowledge this discovery is unique in the area of
molecular motion. In addition, the existence of the Klein
bottle is not just a mathematical artifact. Instead, its presence
is intimately tied to the geometry of cyclo-octane conforma-
tion, and together with the energy landscape can be used to
summarize and explain the molecular motion of cyclo-
octane.

Although our findings have a certain intrinsic interest,
we should ask how they influence the standard view of en-
ergy landscapes and how they might affect typical algorithms
used in computational chemistry. To address these questions,
we first note that the cyclo-octane conformations studied
here were obtained using a rigid geometry !fixed bond

lengths and angles". We might speculate that the structure we
observed was an artifact of this assumption, and that it might
dissolve upon relaxing this constraint. The assertion that
such structures are not artificial is known as the rigid geom-
etry hypothesis,20,34 and is based on the observation that de-
formations of bond lengths and angles are up to two orders
of magnitude stiffer than deformations of torsion angles. As
an example, our experience using TINKER did not assume a
rigid geometry but our results supported the rigid geometry
hypothesis, in that the transition paths we found were near
the constrained surface.

Next consider the existence of the intersection rings. We
might imagine that the energy gradient at a point on an in-
tersection ring would preferentially push a cyclo-octane con-
formation onto one or the other of the sphere or the Klein
bottle. If this were the case we would again conclude that the
rings were an artifact. However, this is not the case. The

FIG. 5. Energy landscape for cyclo-octane. Here we show Hendrickson’s ten conformations and four known transition states for cyclo-octane relative to the
MM3 energy landscape using the parametrizations described in Fig. 3. In !a" we plot !! ,cr ,MM3 energy" for the spherical !green" component of the
cyclo-octane conformation space. The intersection rings are shown using black lines and Hendrickson’s conformations are labeled using circles. The circles
are colored black if they correspond to predicted energy minima !Refs. 16 and 31" or white otherwise. Transition pathways are shown in brown between
conformers. In !b" we show the energy landscape in !! ,r1 ,MM3 energy" coordinates for the blue Möbius strip. In !c" we show the four transition states and
pathways computed using the Elber–Karplus !EK" algorithm in !b1 ,b2 ,cr" coordinates. Note that the transition states and pathways are unconstrained !in terms
of bond length/angle" and therefore lie near, but not on the constrained surface described in Fig. 3. In !d" we show a network of transition pathways with all
of the paths drawn from !a" to !c". The paths are colored according to the component !green or blue" that contains each one, or using black lines for transition
state pathways. A gray colored circle indicates a transition state. In !e"–!h" we show transition pathway coordinates vs MM3 energy for the four transition
states and the closest corresponding paths on the constrained surface. The MM3 energy ranges from 20 to 45 kcal/mol, and the same energy scale is used for
each plot. It is interesting to note that interconversions between the sphere and the Klein bottle are less likely than interconversions within the Klein bottle.
In !e" and !h", for example, we see that the transition states are relatively high energy, while in !f" and !g" the transition states are low energy. These differences
are also reflected in the constrained vs unconstrained pathways: In !e" and !h", the transition states are significantly lower in energy than the constrained saddle
S, and in !f" and !g", the constrained vs unconstrained paths are not much different. #We also note that TB appears to be a minima using the constrained MM3
energy surface !h", but in reality this is not the case !Refs. 16 and 31".$
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Non-Manifold Surface Reconstruction from High Dimensional Point Cloud Data 
by Shawn Martin and Jean-Paul Watson, 2010.
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• Stability Theorem.
If      and      are metric spaces, thenX Y

db(PH(Čech(X)),PH(Čech(Y )))  2dGH(X,Y )

Persistent	homology	applied	to	data



Conclusions for Part I
• Datasets have shape, which are reflective of patterns within.
• Persistent homology is a way to measure some of the local 

geometry and global topology of a dataset.



Topology applied to 
image data



Groningen, The Netherlands

Independent component filters of natural images compared with simple cells in 
primary visual cortex by JH van Hateren and A van der Schaaf, 1997

Persistent	homology	applied	to	data

The receptive fields of cells in our primary visual cortex 
(V1) are related to the statistics natural images.



3x3 high-contrast patches from images
Points in 9-dimensional space, normalized to have average 
color gray and contrast norm one (on 7-sphere).

Persistent	homology	applied	to	data

On the Local Behavior of Spaces of Natural Images by Gunnar Carlsson,
Tigran Ishkhanov, Vin de Silva, and Afra Zomorodian, 2008.



1.	Densest	patches	according	to	a	global	estimate
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1. Densest patches according to a global estimate
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Interpretation:	nature	prefers	linearity
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2.	Densest	patches	according	to	an	intermediate	estimate
Persistent	homology	applied	to	data
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2. Densest patches according to an intermediate estimate
Persistent	homology	applied	to	data

Interpretation:	nature	prefers	horizontal	and	vertical	directions



3. Densest patches according to a local estimateInt J Comput Vis (2008) 76: 1–12 7

Fig. 8 PLEX results for X(300,30)

we found that the set of densest points projected onto the
first two coordinates (corresponding to linear gradients) of
the DCT basis is also rotated by the same angle as com-
pared with a similar projection of the set of patches coming
from M. However, a strong bias in favor of vertical and hor-
izontal directions (for purely quadratic gradients) remained,
thereby indicating that the choice of patch shape also affects
the density distribution.

In (Carlsson and de Silva 2004) it was also shown that for
higher values of the parameter k (i.e. less localized density
estimation) with the fixed cut parameter p the space X(k,p)

loses both secondary circles. Figure 8 shows the results for
X(300,30). The only interval in the Betti one barcode cor-
responds to a primary circle of linear intensity gradients.

These results raise the question of what happens when
we decrease k below 15. Can we detect the intermediate di-
rections as well? More precisely, can we detect whether the
space X(k,p) spans a two-manifold for some cut parameter
p with k < 15?

Since reducing the value of k below 15 seems unreason-
able due to noise issues we decided to examine the situation
for a much bigger space of patches (recall that the size of
M is 4× 106). In this new situation the value of k = 15
for a space of size 5 × 104 would correspond to a value
k = 15 × (4× 106/5 × 104) = 1200 for our space M. Fig-
ure 9shows the result for the space X(100,10) ∪ Q ⊆ M,
here Q is the set of size |Q| = 30, which is less than 0.01%
of the size of X(100,10). Note that k = 100 corresponds to
k = 1.25 for the space of size 5 × 104.

The size of Q can be thought of as a measure of the
failure of the density function to cut out the 2-dimensional
manifold. To obtain the set Q, we first compute distances
from points of M to 30 points sampled from Q, where Q

is the set of patches with purely quadratic gradients, which
in polynomial representation (cf. Sect. 7) correspond to ei-
ther (ax + by)2 or −(ax + by)2 with neither a nor b equal

Fig. 9 PLEX results for X(100,10) ∪ Q

to 0. Geometrically Q is a pair of circles with neighborhoods
of two points removed from each. These two points corre-
spond to vertical and horizontal gradient directions. Second,
for each of the sampled points, we select the closest point
of M.

The reason that the points of Q have a much lower den-
sity than the rest of the 2-manifold is twofold. On the one
hand, vertical and horizontal directions of intensity gradient
occur more frequently than other directions in natural im-
ages; on the other hand the patch shape was chosen to be a
square with vertical and horizontal sides.

For homological computations, we randomly select a
subset S of size |S| = 10 000 from X(100,10) and add
points of Q to it. We repeat this many times (each time se-
lecting different S) to make sure the results are stable and
capture the actual topology of the space X(100,10) ∪ Q.

The barcode (Fig. 9) reflects the situation where there
are two essential one-dimensional cycles and one two-
dimensional cycle. The presence of an interval in Betti
two implies that the underlying space is no longer one-
dimensional. Moreover, there is a general result from al-
gebraic topology that any two-manifold has b2 = 1 when
homology is taken with coefficients in Z2. The next section
provides explanations for the result shown in Fig. 9.

Combined together, the results of this section suggest
strong evidence that as the density estimation parameter
decreases, the space of densest points with an appropriate
value of the cut parameter fills out a two-manifold: initially,
for large k it consists only of a primary circle of linear gra-
dients; then it acquires two additional circles corresponding
to quadratic gradients in the ‘preferred’ vertical and hori-
zontal directions; finally it admits all the intermediate di-
rections with the exception of non-vertical/non-horizontal
purely quadratic gradients.

Persistent	homology	applied	to	data



3. Densest patches according to a local estimate
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3. Densest patches according to a local estimate

Interpretation:	nature	prefers	linear	and	quadratic	patches	at	all	angles

Persistent	homology	applied	to	data

Image	credit:	https://plus.maths.org/
content/imaging-maths-inside-klein-bottle



3. Densest patches according to a local estimate
Persistent	homology	applied	to	data

Interpretation:	nature	prefers	linear	and	quadratic	patches	at	all	angles



Range Images
Persistent	homology	applied	to	data
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Fig. 4.4. Linear step edges in the top row and their binary approximations beneath

a manifold model. In Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are sample Betti barcode plots for the core
subsets X5(300, 30) and X7(300, 30).
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Fig. 4.5. Barcodes for X5(300, 30)
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Fig. 4.6. Barcodes for X7(300, 30)
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Fig. 4.7. Projection of X5(300, 30) onto lin-
ear gradients
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Fig. 4.8. Projection of X7(300, 30) onto lin-
ear gradients

Both the X5(300, 30) plot and the X7(300, 30) plot contain a single long Betti0
interval and a single long Betti1 interval, evidence of circular topology. The homology
cycle producing the Betti1 interval is the primary circle, visible in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
We ran 25 trials each on X5(300, 30) and X7(300, 30), selecting di�erent landmark
points. In each trial, the circular profile Betti0 = Betti1 = 1 is obtained for a range
of R values of length greater than 0.25, and no other Betti plot interval has length
greater than 0.05.



Optical Flow
Persistent	homology	applied	to	data

On the nonlinear statistics of optical flow by HA, Johnathan Bush,
Brittany Carr, Lara Kassab, and Joshua Mirth, 2018

432

Optical flow is a vector field representing the apparent 
motion (or projected motion) in a video. 



Optical Flow
Persistent	homology	applied	to	data
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Optical flow is a vector field representing the apparent 
motion (or projected motion) in a video. 

Image:	Wikipedia

On the nonlinear statistics of optical flow by HA, Johnathan Bush,
Brittany Carr, Lara Kassab, and Joshua Mirth, 2018



Optical Flow
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Fig. 7. (Left) The domain of f , namely {(↵, ✓) 2 S1 ⇥ S1}. (Middle, Right) The flow
torus im(f). The horizontal axis is the angle ↵, and the vertical axis is the angle ✓
(respectively ✓ � ↵ on the right). The horizontal flow circle is in red.

Fig. 8. Consider the set of image patches in X✓(300, 50), projected to R2 via the
orthogonal projection onto the basis vectors cos(✓)eu

1 + sin(✓)ev
1 (horizontal axis) and

cos(✓)eu
2 + sin(✓)ev

2 (vertical axis). The above image shows the resulting plots for ✓ =
0, ⇡

6 , 2⇡
6 , 3⇡

6 , 4⇡
6 , 5⇡

6 . Note that each projection is a circle; we will later show these circles
group together to form a torus.

circle range patch cos(↵)e1 + sin(↵)e2. More explicitly,

f(↵, ✓) = cos(✓)
⇣
cos(↵)eu

1 + sin(↵)eu
2

⌘
+ sin(✓)

⇣
cos(↵)ev

1 + sin(↵)ev
2

⌘
. (2)

The horizontal flow circle is obtained by restricting to common camera motions
✓ 2 {0, ⇡} and allowing ↵ to vary. We hypothesize that when neither parameter
is restricted, a good model for flow patches is obtained. Hence we ask, what is
the image space im(f)?

8 HENRY ADAMS, GUNNAR CARLSSON, AND GUILLERMO SAPIRO

(↵, �) and (↵0
, �

0) on this torus,

f(↵, �) = f(↵0
, �

0) () (↵, �) = (↵0
, �

0) or (↵, �) = (�↵
0
, ��

0).

In other words, antipodal points in Figure 12 produce the same flow patch. For
instance, the the horizontal flow, e1, and e2 circles each appear twice each in red,
green, and blue. Hence we have the congruence

T = Im(f) ⇠= {(↵, �) 2 S
1 ⇥ S

1}/ ⇠
where ⇠ denotes the identification (↵, �) ⇠ (�↵, ��).

Figure 12. The torus
{(↵, �) 2 S

1 ⇥ S
1} Figure 13. The flow

torus T = {f(↵, �)}

So T is a torus with antipodal points identified, hence a torus. We will refer to
T as the flow torus. See Figure 13, where parameter ↵ varies horizontally and �

varies vertically.
The right and left edges of Figure 13 are identified by shifting one upwards by half

its length (not by twisting) before gluing. This suggests a change of coordinates: in
Figure 14 we plot the same torus, except we replace the vertical parameter � with
� � ↵. Note that the red horizontal flow circle is a degree two circle on this torus:
it wraps once around one circular direction and twice around the other.

In Figure 15 we construct a heat map using all 50,000 high-contrast optical flow
patches, showing relative densities on the flow torus. The degree two horizontal
flow circle appears.

Though we have only presented evidence for the horizontal flow, e1, and e2 circle
regions, we hypothesize that the entire torus is a good model for high contrast
optical flow patches. We obtain information that is consistent with this model by
considering directional components of optical flow.

Consider Figure 7 (left), which shows the domain of f , {(↵, ✓) 2 S
1 ⇥

S
1}. This space is a torus, obtained by identifying the outside edges of the

figure as indicated by the arrows. A sample patch on this torus is shown
in the insert to the right. The black and white rectangles are the foreground and
background regions, respectively, of the underlying range patch. Parameter ↵ is
the angle of the line separating these regions. The black arrow (>, _, <, or ^) in
the white rectangle is the direction ✓ of camera translation. Together, the black
and white arrows show the optical flow f(↵, ✓). In Figure 7 (left), parameter ↵

varies in the horizontal direction; parameter ✓ varies in the vertical direction.

On the nonlinear statistics of optical flow by HA, Johnathan Bush,
Brittany Carr, Lara Kassab, and Joshua Mirth, 2018



Why is applied topology popular when few datasets have Klein bottles?
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Fig. 10. Snapshots at early and late times of surfaces (row 1), simplicial complexes at connectivity parameter r = 0.14 for the nandots extracted from the surfaces (row 2),
the corresponding H1 persistence diagrams (row 3), and 2D power spectral density plots of the (mean centered) surfaces (row 4) for one simulation on a 256 ⇥ 256 spatial
grid governed by the system (1) with parameters a = 0.25, c = 1, ⌫ = 0.75, � = 0, ⌘ = 10, b = 0.99bT (columns 1 and 3) or 0.90bT (columns 2 and 4). Persistence pairs
in the green regions of the persistence diagrams correspond to topological holes which were created at a connectivity parameter r  0.14, and which are destroyed at a
connectivity parameter r � 0.14 and thus correspond to the topological holes shown in the simplicial complexes (row 2). Holes in the simplicial complex corresponding to
theH1 features withmaximumpersistence are highlighted in red, and the corresponding persistence pairs are highlighted by red circles. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

and (c) show that the relative insensitivity of ⌃H1 to changes in
the parameter ⌫ is caused by this tension between the number
and significance of topological features: Many small defects ac-
cumulate throughout the domain for ⌫ = 0.75. In contrast, the
raised patterned regions are almost defect free for ⌫ = 1.25.
Instead, the large holes formed for ⌫ = 1.25 by the pattern-free
depressions contribute relatively few, but high-persistence pairs
to the persistence diagrams. In the example shown in Fig. 11, as ⌫
increases, there is an apparent reduction in the persistence ofmost
of the short-lived topological holes, togetherwith a steady increase
in the persistence of a few holes. This is followed by a dramatic
increase in the maximum bar length of the H1 persistence diagram
(max (H1)) by ⌫ = 1.25, as observed in Fig. 11(b) and (d).

3.3. Templated patterns

We now use the six measures of order to study how prepat-
terning the surface prior to ion bombardment affects the strength
of hexagonal order achieved after bombarding for a long time.
We refer to these prepatterned surfaces as templates, and they
correspond to the initial condition of the system (1). The specific
functional form of the templates studied in this work is given by

usin,0(x, y) = 10�2 sin(k0x) + ⇠ (x, y), (4)

where k0 ⌘ 2⇡/�0 is the wave number of the template, �0 is the
wavelength of the initial sinusoid and ⇠ is small amplitude spatial
white noise with amplitude 10�4. A template of this kind could be

Measures of Order for nearly hexagonal lattices by Francis Motta, Rachel Neville, 
Patrick Shipman, Daniel Pearson, and Mark Bradley, 2018.

• Many datasets have clusters & flares (as in the diabetes example)
• Motivates interesting questions in many pure disciplines: mathematics, computer 

science (computational geometry), statistics
• Interest from domain experts in biology, neuroscience, computer vision, 

dynamical systems, sensor networks, ...
• Materials science, pattern formation
• Machine learning: small features matter
• Agent-based modeling (swarming)
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Persistence Images

where r2 = @2

@x2 + @2

@y2 , and the real parameter r controls the degree of anisotropy. At
a fixed time t

⇤, u(x, y, t⇤) is a patterned surface (periodic in both x and y) defined over
the (x, y)-plane. Visibly, the anisotropy appears as a slight tendency for the pattern to be
elongated in the vertical or horizontal direction.

Figure 6: Plots of height-variance-normalized surfaces u(x, y, ·) resulting from numerical
simulations of the aKS equation (4). Each column represents a different parameter value:
(from left) r = 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2. Each row represents a different time: t = 3 (top)
and t = 5 (bottom). By t = 5 any anisotropic elongation of the surface pattern has visibly
stabilized.

Numerical simulations of the aKS equation for a range of parameter values (columns) and
simulation times (rows) are shown in Figure 6. For all simulations, the initial conditions were
low-amplitude white noise. We employed a Fourier spectral method with periodic boundary
conditions on a 512 ⇥ 512 spatial grid, with a fourth-order exponential time differencing
Runge-Kutta method for the time stepping. Five values for the parameter r were chosen,
namely r = 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2, and thirty trials were performed for each parameter
value. Figure 7 shows the similarity between surfaces associated to two parameter values
r = 1.75 and r = 2 at an early time.

Figure 7: To illustrate the difficulty of our classification task, consider five instances of
surfaces u(x, y, 3) for r = 1.75 or r = 2, plotted on the same color axis. These surfaces
are found by numerical integration of Equation (4), starting from random initial conditions.
Can you group the images by eye?

Answer:(fromleft)r=1.75,2,1.75,2,2.
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• Many datasets have clusters & flares (as in the diabetes example)
• Motivates interesting questions in many pure disciplines: mathematics, computer 

science (computational geometry), statistics
• Interest from domain experts in biology, neuroscience, computer vision, 

dynamical systems, sensor networks, ...
• Materials science, pattern formation
• Machine learning: small features matter
• Agent-based modeling (swarming)
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Figure 1: Algorithm pipeline to transform data into a persistence image.

Resolution of the image: The resolution of the PI corresponds to the grid being
overlaid on the PD. The classification accuracy in the PI framework appears to be fairly
robust to choice of resolution, as discussed in §6.2 and by Zeppelzauer et al. (2016).

The Distribution: Our method requires the choice of a probability distribution asso-
ciated to each point in the PD. The examples in this paper use a Gaussian centered at each
point, but other distributions may be used. The Gaussian distribution depends on a choice
of variance: we leave this choice as an open problem, though the experiments in §6.2 and
those of Zeppelzauer et al. (2016) show a low sensitivity to the choice of variance.

The Weighting Function: In order for our stability results in §5 to hold, our weighting
function f : R2 ! R must be zero along the horizontal axis (the analogue of the diagonal
in birth-persistence coordinates), continuous, and piecewise differentiable. A simple choice
is a weighting function that depends only on the vertical persistence coordinate y. In order
to weight points of higher persistence more heavily, functions which are nondecreasing in y,
such as sigmoidal functions, are a natural choice. However, in certain ML tasks such as the
work of Bendich et al. (2016) the points of small or medium persistence may perform best,
and hence one may choose to use more general weighting functions. In our experiments
in §6, we use a piecewise linear weighting function f : R2 ! R which only depends on the
persistence coordinate y. Given b > 0, define wb : R ! R via

wb(t) =

8
><

>:

0 if t  0,
t
b if 0 < t < b, and
1 if t � b.

We use f(x, y) = wb(y), where b is the persistence value of the most persistent feature in all
trials of the experiment.

In the event that the birth coordinate is zero for all points in the PD, as is often the
case for H0, it is possible to generate a 1-dimensional (instead of 2-dimensional) PI using
1-dimensional distributions. This is the approach we adopt. Appendix B displays examples
of PIs for the common topological spaces of a circle and a torus with various parameter
choices.

5. Stability of Persistence Surfaces and Images

Due to the unavoidable presence of noise or measurement error, tools for data analysis
ought to be stable with respect to small perturbations of the inputs. Indeed, one reason
for the popularity of PDs in topological data analysis is that the transformation of a data

9
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• Motivates interesting questions in many pure disciplines: mathematics, computer 
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Agent-Based Modeling 

Collective phenomenon, self-organization



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjDYE5CUb7Q

Dutch Starling murmuration
filmed by Roald van Stijn
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ࡦ � ɻˈɻʉƟȝ ǩȣ ʿǞǩƁǞ ŒǊƟȣʉɻ ǩȣʉƟɫŒƁʉ ʿǩʉǞ ƟŒƁǞ ȴʉǞƟɫ
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BIOLOGICAL AGGREGATIONS

In many natural systems, particles, organisms, or agents interact
locally according to rules that produce aggregate behavior.
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Topological	data	analysis	of	biological	aggregation	models
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PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

Highly cited dynamical system Vicsek Model

Pairwise distance matrices between simulations corresponding to noise
parameters 0.01, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2

Clustering Accuracy with K -medoids: Crocker b0,1 = 0.996, Alignment = 0.51

(Xian, Adams, Topaz, Z. forthcoming) Persistent Crocker Plots
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by	Chad	M	Topaz,	Lori	Ziegelmeier,	Tom	Halverson,	2015.



Vicsek Model

Fig 7. Simulation snapshots of the Vicsekmodel (9). These simulations are analogous to Fig. 1 in [11].
Circles indicate particle positions and line segments represent heading. For all simulations, N = 300 particles,
the particle speed is v 0 = 0.03, and the initial state consists of uniform random positions and headings. We
vary box size ℓ and noise η. Dotted lines indicate the bounds of the periodic domain. (A) Groups moving in
different directions with ℓ = 25, η = 0.1, t = 3000. (B) Randommovement with some correlation with ℓ = 7, η =
2, t = 600. (C) Highly polarized motion with ℓ = 5, η = 0.1, t = 300.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0126383.g007
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Fig 10. Aggregate behavior of the Vicsek model, simulation #3. A typical snapshot is shown in Fig 7(C). (A) Normalized average velocity order parameter
φ(t). (B) Contour plot of Betti number b0ðε; tÞ. (C) Contour plot of Betti number b1ðε; tÞ. The topological analysis shows essentially no cluster formation; the
narrow region in which b0ðε; tÞ ¼ 2 arises from an isolated agent. The two persistent topological circles are consistent with highly aligned particles covering
both dimensions of the periodic spatial domain. Topological features become fairly stagnant once the entire group forms a large, aligned cluster traveling as a
rigid body early in the simulation. See text for a more comprehensive analysis.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0126383.g010
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• Persistent homology is a 
reasonable summary of local 
geometry and global topology

• Can you reject the null hypothesis 
that your model fits the data?



Aphid Motion

ASSESSING MODEL VALIDITY

(Ulmer, Z., Topaz 2018) Assessing Biological Models Using Topological Data Analysis
9



Aphid Motion

ASSESSING MODEL VALIDITY

(Ulmer, Z., Topaz 2018) Assessing Biological Models Using Topological Data Analysis
9Fig 6. Examples of average b0(pos) crocker plots over 100 runs of the two models simulated using initial conditions from

experiments. The left column corresponds to position data simulated with the control model and the right from the interactive model.
The first row corresponds to Experiment 2, the second from Experiment 3, and the third from Experiment 7. In general, crocker plots
arising from experiments with more tightly clustered initial configurations exhibit upward trending of the contours over time in contrast
to experiments where aphids are more dispersed initially; refer to Fig 1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213679.g006

A topological approach to selecting models of biological experiments

PLOS ONE | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213679 March 15, 2019 14 / 18



D’Orsogna Model

Fig 11. Simulation snapshots of the D’Orsognamodel (11).Circles indicate positions of the N = 500
particles in an unbounded plane, line segments represent heading, and blue (red) agents are traveling
(counter)clockwise. Over time, the group develops a hollow core and a double-mill structure in which a
majority of agents travel clockwise, but a minority persists in the counterclockwise orientation. (A) Time t = 5.
(B) Time t = 23. (C) Time t = 34. The other model parameters used in this simulation are α = 1.5, β = 0.5,Cr =
1, Lr = 0.5,Ca = 0.5, La = 2.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0126383.g011
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coverage across both dimensions of the spatial domain. Curiously, this is the same topological
signature as the second simulation, even though the order parameter in 9(A) is noisy and
achieves a lower degree of alignment. Thus, the persistent homology computations capture the
fact that in some sense, the second and third simulations are topologically equivalent. Also, as
previously discussed, these computations reveal dynamical events not discernible in the order
parameter, and we find them to be a helpful complement.

Analysis of the D’Orsogna Model
Another model is that of D’Orsogna and collaborators [12, 25], cited over 300 times as of the
writing of this manuscript, and itself a refinement of [46]. In contrast to the alignment-driven
Vicsek model, the D’Orsogna model hinges on attractive-repulsive interactions between parti-
cles and produces many patterns including rotating rings, traveling swarms, and vortex states
—sometimes called mills—reminiscent of fish schools.

The D’Orsogna model is a continuous-time dynamical system that describes the motion of
interacting point particles in an unbounded plane. The model takes the form of Newtonian
force equations and thus is second order in time. The equations are

_xi ¼ vi; ð11aÞ

m _v i ¼ ða $ bjvij
2Þvi $ riQi; ð11bÞ

Qi ¼
X

j6¼i

Cre
$ jxi$ xj j=Lr $ Cae

$ jxi$ xj j=La : ð11cÞ

Here, xi(t) 2 R2 is the position of particle i = 1, . . ., N at time t, and vi(t) 2 R2 is velocity. The
first equation simply defines velocity as the derivative of position. The second equation is New-
ton’s law, stating that mass times acceleration is equal to a sum of forces. These forces include
self-propulsion of strength α, friction of strength β, and interaction forces described by the po-
tential Q. The first term in Q describes repulsion of strength Cr and characteristic length scale
Lr. The second term is similar, but describes attraction of strength Ca and characteristic length
scale La. Put together, these two terms are similar to potentials used in molecular physics. In bi-
ological scenarios, typically Lr < La and Cr > Ca, meaning that repulsion occurs over shorter
distances and is stronger. For an isolated pair of particles interacting solely according to this at-
tractive-repulsive rule, and for appropriately chosen parameters, the potential has a unique
minimum, and there exists an equilibrium distance at which attraction and repulsion balance.
When one deals with an ensemble of N particles each experiencing pairwise interactions, the
behavior is highly nontrivial. Restated in brief, (11) prescribes that each particle obeys New-
ton’s law, with the relevant forces being self-propulsion, friction, and pairwise attraction-repul-
sion with all other particles.

Arguably, one of the most intriguing behaviors of the model is the formation of mills, occur-
ring in certain parameter regimes. These structures are annular in shape, with particles rotating
around a hollow core. In a single mill, all particles travel with the same orientation (clockwise
or counterclockwise). In a double mill, some particles travel clockwise and some travel counter-
clockwise. It is helpful to think about the topology of these states. A mill and a double mill have
distinct topologies in four dimensional position-velocity space. The single mill is one con-
nected component and one topological circle, that is, b ¼ ð1; 1; 0; . . .Þ. The double mill is two
connected components each of which is a topological circle, that is, b ¼ ð2; 2; 0; . . .Þ. The two
circles are concentric, nonplanar, and nonintersecting in four dimensional space.

Topological Analysis of Biological Aggregations
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Repulsion on short length scales Lr, attraction on large length scales La

Topological	data	analysis	of	biological	aggregation	models
by	Chad	M	Topaz,	Lori	Ziegelmeier,	Tom	Halverson,	2015.
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Fig. 1 From a periodic function to its sliding-window point cloud. Left: periodic function f . Right: mul-
tidimensional scaling into R3 for SW20,τ f . For each t we use the same color for f (t) and SW20,τ f (t).
Please refer to the electronic colored version

2.2 Approach

With this motivation in mind, we now describe our approach: as we have seen, under-
standing the algebraic properties of trigonometric functions allows one to characterize
the geometry of SWM,τ f when f is a trigonometric polynomial. This understanding,
in turn, can be bootstrapped using Fourier analysis and the stability of persistence dia-
grams in an approximation step toward SWM,τ of a generic periodic function. In what
follows, we will establish the appropriate continuity results for approximation and
the necessary structural results for persistence diagrams from sliding-window point
clouds.

3 Background: Persistent Homology

In this section we define the key concepts that underlie the theory of persistent homol-
ogy for filtered simplicial complexes.We give a terse introduction to simplicial homol-
ogy, but more information can be found in [14] and [21].

3.1 Homology of Simplicial Complexes

Let K be a simplicial complex and p a prime number. Recall that this means that K
is a finite set of simplices that is closed under the face relation and that two simplices
of K are either disjoint or intersect in a common face. Let Fp be the finite field
with p elements; the Fp vector space generated by the k-dimensional simplices of
K is denoted by Ck(K ). It consists of all k-chains, which are finite formal sums
c = !

j γ j x j , with γ j ∈ Fp and each x j a k-simplex in K . The boundary ∂(x j ) is
the alternating formal sum of the (k − 1)-dimensional faces of x j , and the boundary
of the chain c is obtained by extending ∂ linearly:

∂(c) =
"

j

γ j∂(x j ).
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Fig. 4 Ranking of signals by periodicity. For each algorithm we provide the score and a normalized plot
of the signal. The ranking goes from top(highest score) to bottom (lowest score)

Our scoring method, by way of contrast, has a clear geometric interpretation and a
reasonable distribution.

7.2 Classification Rates

We compare the different algorithms by their ability to separate periodic from nonpe-
riodic signals. The performance of this type of binary classification can be visualized
using a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot, which compares the true positive
rate (TPR) to the false positive rate (FPR) as a cutoff on the scores is varied. Here
the TPR is the proportion of correctly identified positive cases out of all positives,
and FPR is the proportion of negative cases incorrectly identified as positives out of
all the negatives. The line TPR = FPR is the performance of random guessing; the
higher the ROC curve is above this line, the better its classification performance. An
algorithm that is able to perfectly separate all positive from negative test cases would
have a ROC curve that passes through the point TPR = 1 and FPR = 0. It follows that a
reasonable measure of classification success for a particular method is the area under
its ROC curves.

The synthetic data are generated as follows: the periodic signals (positive cases)
span two periods and include a cosine, cosine with trending, cosine with damping,
and cosine with increased peak steepness. The nonperiodic signals (negative cases)
include a constant and a linear function. We generate 100 profiles from each shape by
adjusting its phase. For instance, in the case of the cosine shape we let

fi (t) = cos
!
2t − jπ

50

"
, j = 0, . . . , 99
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Sublevelset filtrations of dynamical system data100
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Figure 5.2: (a) A snapshot of the z-component of the vorticity field ! for Kolmogorov
flow from the stable relative periodic orbit found at Re = 25.43. (b) A snapshot of
the renormalized 8-bit mid-plane temperature field T

⇤ for Rayleigh-Bénard convection
from the stable almost-periodic orbit found at Ra = 3000 and Pr = 1.

mean !(t + T ) ⇡ !(t), where T is the period of the PO that is guiding the dynamics

of the turbulent trajectory. The turbulent trajectory depicted in Figure 5.1(b) passes

close to unstable EQ and REQ solutions which are indicated by the red dots.

5.1.2 Rayleigh-Bénard Convection

Rayleigh-Bénard convection is a canonical pattern forming system that has been used to

gain many new fundamental insights into the spatiotemporal dynamics of systems that

are driven far-from-equilibrium [43, 44]. Rayleigh-Bénard convection is the buoyancy

driven fluid flow that occurs when a shallow layer of fluid is heated uniformly from

below in a gravitational field. The dynamics are governed by the Boussinesq equations,

Pr
�1

✓
@u

@t
+ u ·ru

◆
= �rp+r2u+RaT ẑ, (5.3)

@T

@t
+ u ·rT = r2

T, (5.4)

r · u = 0, (5.5)

where u(x, y, z, t) is a vector field of the fluid velocity, p(x, y, z, t) is the pressure field,

and T (x, y, z, t) is the temperature field. In our notation, the origin of the Cartesian

coordinates (x, y, z) at the center of the domain are at the lower heated plate where ẑ is
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Figure 5.4: (a-d) Sublevel sets C(T ⇤
, ✓) = {x 2 D : T⇤(x)  ✓} of the the renormalized

8-bit temperature field T
⇤, shown in Figure 5.2(b), for di↵erent values of ✓, depicted in

black. As in Figure 5.3, the persistence diagrams (e) PD0(!) and (f) PD1(!) indicate
the values of ✓ at which the connected components and loops appear and disappear
(merge together). Video 2 of the supplementary materials of [1] provides an animation.

flow, and the diagrams PDk(T ⇤), k = 0, 1, of the temperature field for Rayleigh-Bénard

convection, shown in Figure 5.2.

We begin by discussing PD0(!), shown in Figure 5.3(e), computed from a single

time snapshot of the vorticity field for the Kolmogorov flow. The minimum value of

the vorticity field is �2.7206, and therefore, C(!, ✓) = ; for all ✓ < �2.7206. At
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“Topology!	The	stratosphere	of	human	thought!	In	
the	twenty-fourth	century	it	might	possibly	be	of	use	
to	someone	…”

-Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn,	The	First	Circle



Conclusions for Part II
• Data density matters
• Persistent homology is now being used as a summary statistic 

of local geometry and global topology, for use both in machine 
learning and in dynamical systems.
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Topology applied to sensor networks

Coordinate-free Coverage in Sensor Networks with Controlled
Boundaries via Homology by V. de Silva and R. Ghrist

• Sensors move in a ball-shaped domain                   over time 
interval                    . Fixed sensors cover the boundary.

• Measure only the Čech complex.
• Is there an evasion path?
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Čech complex

• One vertex for each ball
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Coordinate-free Coverage in Sensor Networks with Controlled
Boundaries via Homology by V. de Silva and R. Ghrist

Čech complex

• One vertex for each ball
• Edges when 2 balls overlap
• Triangles when 3 balls overlap

• One vertex for each ball
• Edges when 2 balls overlap
• All possible triangles

Vietoris-Rips complex
Topology applied to sensor networks



Coordinate-free Coverage in Sensor Networks with Controlled
Boundaries via Homology by V. de Silva and R. Ghrist

X
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• A fat graph structure specifies a cyclic ordering of edges about 
each vertex (left).

• Equivalent to a set of boundary cycles (right).

Fat graphs

Cyclic orderings Boundary cycles
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Mobile Sensors and Pursuit-Evasion: Can Directed Algebraic Topology Help?
Henry Adams, Stanford Mathematics

Geometric and Topological Methods in Computer Science, Aalborg University, January 2010

Introduction

This poster describes an interesting problem.

Applied Setting

This is roughly the set-up of Section 11 of
Coordinate-free Coverage in Sensor Networks
with Controlled Boundaries via Homology by Vin
de Silva and Robert Ghrist [1].

Sensors and evaders move continuously in a
bounded simply-connected domain D ⌅ R2 during
the time interval t  [0, 1]. Each sensor covers a unit
ball about its center. Let Ut ⌅ D be the covered re-
gion at time t. Except for a cycle of immobile sensors
which cover the boundary of the domain, �D, we do
not know the sensor locations. Instead, for all time
we know the abstract communication graph of the
sensors:
• The vertices are the sensors.
• An edge exists if its two sensors are within

distance
⌦

3.
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Sensors, their communication graph, and
their Rips complex.

Note: the constant
⌦

3 is chosen so that a triangle
in the communication graph corresponds to three
overlapping sensors with no gap in the middle.

We would like to use this coordinate-free in-
formation to determine: is there an evasion path
p : [0, 1] ⇧ D with p(t) / Ut?

Pure Setting

The space-cross-time region D� [0, 1] has a time-
induced partial order.

(x, t) ⇤ (x�, t�) ⌃⌥ t ⇥ t�

Let U ⌅ D � [0, 1] be the region covered by the
sensors. What information about U does one need in
order to determine if there is a directed evasion path
in its complement D � [0, 1] \ U? Are there ideas,
invariants, or tools from directed algebraic topology
which could be helpful?

Can the Criterion of [1] be
Sharpened?

The main idea of Theorem 7 of [1] is that if there
exists a relative 2-cycle in H2(U , �D� [0, 1]) whose
boundary wraps nontrivially around �D � [0, 1],
then no evasion path exists. The actual statement
uses Rips complexes instead of U , providing a com-
putable criterion.

A relative 2-cycle ⌥ no path.

Unfortunately, a physically impossible
undirected path in the complement of U

⌥ no relative 2-cycle.

Dependence on the Embedding

Below are two pairs of sensor networks, drawn as snapshots with time increasing from left to right. The
networks in each pair have the same communication graphs for all times. There is also a directed homeo-
morphism, which acts as the identity on the time coordinate, between the shadows of the Rips complexes in
D � [0, 1]. However, the first sensor network in each pair has an evasion path while the second does not.
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Pair A: Top row contains evasion path; bottom does not.
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Pair B: Top row contains evasion path; bottom does not.

What minimal sensor capabilites might one add to distinguish these examples? Each covered region Ut is
homotopic to a graph, and the embedding type of a possibly disconnected planar graph in R2 is determined
by the cyclic order of the edges around each vertex, the external boundary of each connected component,
and the void containing each component. In Pair A, one could identify evasion paths if each sensor knew the
cyclic order of its neighbors, a plausible assumption. In Pair B, one would like to track the void containing
each connected component. This may require significantly smarter sensors.

Thanks

I would like to thank Robert Ghrist for sharing this problem with me, and Martin Raussen, Lisbeth
Fajstrup, and Amra Ibrisevic for organizing the workshop.
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Planar sensors measuring cyclic orders
• Theorem. In a planar sensor network that remains connected, 

the time-varying alpha complex with rotation information 
determines if an evasion path exists. May	contain	an	intruder

No	intruder
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Planar sensors measuring cyclic orders

Čech Alpha

• Theorem. In a planar sensor network that remains connected, 
the time-varying alpha complex with rotation information 
determines if an evasion path exists.



Computational Topology (Jeff Erickson) Examples of Cell Complexes

A Delaunay triangulation, with four Delaunay balls emphasized.

intersection of the ⇥-ball centered at p and the Voronoi region of p. The regions B̌⇥(p) exactly cover
the union of ⇥-balls centered at points in P. The alpha complex �⇥(P) is the intersection complex of
the set {B̌⇥(p) | p ⇥ P}. The underlying space |�⇥(P)| is called an alpha shape of P.3 The Nerve Lemma
immediately implies that the alpha shape is homotopy equivalent to the union of the ⇥-balls; see also
Edelsbrunner [26] for a self-contained proof.

If the point set P is in general position, the alpha complex �⇥(P) can also be defined as the
intersection of the Delaunay triangulation of P and the Aleksandrov-Čech complex AČ⇥(P). Thus, k+ 1
points in P define a simplex in the alpha complex if and only if they lie in a closed ball B with diameter
at most ⇥ that contains no other point in P.

An alpha complex and a decomposed union of balls. The corresponding Aleksandrov-Čech complex.

Alpha shapes were introduced by Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick, and Seidel, but only for points in the
plane [27]; they were later generalized to points in �3 by Edelsbrunner and Mücke [28] and to weighted
points in any Euclidean space by Edelsbrunner [26]. Of course, the definition is sensible for points in
any metric space.

15.1.4 Witness Complexes

Witness complexes were introduced by Carlsson and de Silva [15, 19, 20] as ‘weak’ versions of the
Delaunay complex. ⇥⇥Maybe next time; sorry, Vin!⇤⇤��=�

15.2 Configuration/State Complexes

The following more abstract example was proposed by Abrams [3], modifying a similar construction by
Ghrist and Kodischek [32, 31, 34]; see also Abrams and Ghrist [1, 2]. Imagine a set of k distinguished
points, called agents, located on the vertices and edges of a graph G, subject to the following rules
designed to prevent collisions:

• If an agent is located at a vertex v, no other agent is located at v or inside any edge incident to v.

• If an agent is located inside an edge e, no other agent is located in e or at its endpoints.

3Originally, these were called the �-complex and �-shape, where � denoted the proximity radius. Unfortunately, this usage
leads to considerable confusion if � is set to any particular value—What’s a

⇤
2-complex?

4

Computational Topology (Jeff Erickson) Examples of Cell Complexes

Corollary 15.1. For any points set P and radius �, the Aleksandrov-Čech complex AČ�(P) is homotopy-
equivalent to the union of balls of radius � centered at points in P.

Aleksandrov-Čech complexes and unions of balls for two different radii. 2-simplices are yellow; 3-simplices are green.

15.1.2 Vietoris-Rips Complexes: Flags and Shadows

The proximity graph N�(P) is the geometric graph whose vertices are the points P and whose edges join
all pairs of points at distance at most 2�; in other words, N�(P) is the 1-skeleton of the Aleksandrov-Čech
complex. The Vietoris-Rips complex VR�(P) is the flag complex or clique complex of the proximity
graph N�(P). A set of k+ 1 points in P defines a k-simplex in VR�(P) if and only if every pair defines an
edge in N�(P), or equivalently, if the set has diameter at most 2�. Again, the Vietoris-Rips complex is an
abstract simplicial complex.

The Vietoris-Rips complex was used by Leopold Vietoris [57] in the early days of homology theory as
a means of creating finite simplicial models of metric spaces.2 The complex was rediscovered by Eliayu
Rips in the 1980s and popularized by Mikhail Gromov [35] as a means of building simplicial models for
group actions. ‘Rips complexes’ are now a standard tool in geometric and combinatorial group theory.

The triangle inequality immediately implies the nesting relationship AČ�(P) � VR�(P) � AČ2�(P)
for any �, where � indicates containment as abstract simplicial complexes. The upper radius 2� can be
reduced to

⇥
3�/2 if the underlying metric space is Euclidean [21], but for arbitrary metric spaces, these

bounds cannot be improved.
One big advantage of Vietoris-Rips complexes is that they determined entirely by their underlying

proximity graphs; thus, they can be applied in contexts like sensor-network modeling where the
underlying metric is unknown. In contrast, the Aleksandrov-Čech complex also depends on the metric of
the ambient space that contains P; even if we assume that the underlying space is Euclidean, we need
the lengths of the edges of the proximity complex to reconstruct the Aleksandrov-Čech complex.

On the other hand, there is no result like the Nerve Lemma for flag complexes. Indeed, it is easy to
construct Vietoris-Rips complexes for points in the Euclidean plane that contain topological features of
arbitrarily high dimension.

2Vietoris actually defined a slightly different complex. Let U = {U1, U2, . . .} be a set of open sets that cover some topological
space X . The Vietoris complex of U is the abstract simplicial complex whose vertices are points in X , and whose simplices
are finite subsets of X that lie in some common set Ui . Thus, the Vietoris complex of an open cover is the dual of its
Aleskandrov-Čech nerve. Dowker [25] proved that these two simplicial complexes have isomorphic homology groups.

2

Planar sensors measuring cyclic orders
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Čech

Alpha

• Theorem. In a planar sensor network that remains connected, 
the time-varying alpha complex with rotation information 
determines if an evasion path exists.



Planar sensors measuring cyclic orders
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Čech Alpha

• Theorem. In a planar sensor network that remains connected, 
the time-varying alpha complex with rotation information 
determines if an evasion path exists.

• Open question. Is the Čech complex with rotation information 
sufficient?
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• Theorem. In a planar sensor network that remains connected, 

the time-varying alpha complex with rotation information 
determines if an evasion path exists.
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Planar sensors measuring cyclic orders
• Theorem. In a planar sensor network that remains connected, 

the time-varying alpha complex with rotation information 
determines if an evasion path exists.

• Open question. Is the Čech complex with rotation information 
sufficient?



Conclusions for Part III
• There is a streaming one-sided criterion for the evasion 

problem using zigzag persistence.
• Cech complex insufficient.

Alpha complex with rotation information suffices.              
What about the Čech complex with rotation information?
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Persistent homology software tutorial
https://github.com/henryadams/Leiden-PersistentHomology

• Examples using Ripser-live in your html browser.
• Cyclo-octane molecule, optical images



Cyclo-Octane (C8H16) data

Figure 7: Conformation Space of Cyclo-Octane. Here we show how the set of conforma-
tions of cyclo-octane can be represented as a surface in a high dimensional space. On the
left, we show various conformations of cyclo-octane as drawn by PyMol (www.pymol.org).
In the center, these conformations are represented by the 3D coordinates of their atoms.
The coordinates are concatenated into vectors and shown as columns of a data matrix.
As an example, the entry c1,1,x of the matrix denotes the x-coordinate of the first carbon
atom in the first molecule. On the right, the Isomap method is used to obtain a lower
dimensional visualization of the data.

conformation space. Freedman’s method failed because the surface had self-
intersections of the type discussed in this paper. Thus we developed our
method for non-manifold surface reconstruction and applied it to the cyclo-
octane dataset.

To reduce complexity and avoid potential error due to hydrogen place-
ment, we used only ring atoms to obtain a dataset {xi}1,031,644

i=1 ⊂ R24. We ap-
plied our algorithm to this dataset using parameters ϵ = 0.23, dt = 0.05, dp =
0.01, and ϵp = 0.02. We used five different values of dl, given by 0.08, 0.09,
0.10, 0.11, and 0.12. We produced five different triangulations with 6,040;
7,114; 8,577; 10,503; and 13,194 vertices.

We used the Plex and Linbox toolboxes to check the accuracy of the
triangulations. For each of the five triangulations, we verified that every
neighborhood Bi (before decomposition) had Betti numbers 1,0,0. This is an
accuracy check because any neighborhood Bi should be homotopic to a point
and should therefore have Betti numbers 1,0,0. We also computed Betti num-
bers for each of the five full triangulations. In all cases we found the Betti
numbers to be 1,1,2. This consistency strongly suggests that the triangula-
tions are all representative of the actual conformation space. A visualization
of the triangulation with 6,044 vertices using the Isomap coordinate represen-
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Non-Manifold Surface Reconstruction from High Dimensional Point Cloud Data 
by Shawn Martin and Jean-Paul Watson, 2010.



Non-Manifold Surface Reconstruction from High Dimensional Point Cloud Data 
by Shawn Martin and Jean-Paul Watson, 2010.

Cyclo-Octane (C8H16) data
S. Martin, J.-P. Watson / Computational Geometry 44 (2011) 427–441 437

Table 2
Example run times. Here we show the run times obtained for the different examples investigated in this section. For each example we provide the number
of points n, number of landmarks L, neighborhood size k, time in seconds for pre-processing, and time in seconds for reconstruction.

Example n L k Pre-proc. Recon.

Sphere 10,000 886 36 1.7 368.2
Torus 10,000 667 28 1.1 220.5
Double torus 20,000 813 26 3.7 263.1

Mobius strip 10,000 416 23 0.9 123.7
Klein figure 8 10,000 1940 33 3.8 778.0
RP2 100,000 753 35 11.7 302.0

Two spheres 83,646 1588 13 446.4 344.4
Klein immersion 61,440 4566 14 295.7 1183.3
Henneberg 13,637 1463 39 40.9 723.4

Fig. 7. Conformation space of cyclo-octane. Here we show how the set of conformations of cyclo-octane can be represented as a surface in a high-
dimensional space. On the left, we show various conformations of cyclo-octane as drawn by PyMol (www.pymol.org). In the center, these conformations are
represented by the 3D coordinates of their atoms. The coordinates are concatenated into vectors and shown as columns of a data matrix. As an example,
the entry c1,1,x of the matrix denotes the x-coordinate of the first carbon atom in the first molecule. On the right, the Isomap method is used to obtain a
lower-dimensional visualization of the data.

3.5. Run times

The run times for the nine examples we have investigated are shown in Table 2. These times were obtained on
a 2.26 GHz Intel Xeon dual quadcore workstation with 16 GB of RAM. The algorithm was implemented in Matlab
(www.mathworks.com) using the optimization toolbox to solve the linear program in (6). Table 2 shows that pre-processing
is negligible except for the non-manifold examples. In the case of the non-manifold examples, the pre-processing is generally
faster than the triangulation.

4. Application

Cyclo-octane is a saturated eight-member cyclic compound with chemical formula C8H16. Cyclo-octane has received
attention in computational chemistry because it has multiple conformations of similar energy, a complex potential energy
surface, and significant (steric) influence from the hydrogen atoms on preferred conformations [32–34]. Cyclo-octane is also
interesting because there are enumerative algorithms available which can provide a dense sampling of the conformation
space [35,36]. These algorithms show from first principles that the resulting conformation space has two degrees of freedom,
suggesting that the space is a surface (but not necessarily a manifold).

Using dimension reduction methods, we have previously analyzed the cyclo-octane conformation space [16]. In our
analysis, we used a dataset of 1,031,644 cyclo-octane conformations, enumerated using the triaxial loop closure algorithm
of Coutsias et al. [35]. Each conformation is placed in Cartesian space via the 3D position coordinates of each atom in the
molecule. The conformations are then aligned to a reference conformation such that the Eckart conditions are satisfied [37].
The final positions of a given conformation are concatenated to obtain a vector in R72. The resulting collection is a dataset
{xi}1,031,644i=1 ⊂ R72 which is presumed to describe a surface. In Brown et al. [16] we applied a variety of dimension reduction
methods to the cyclo-octane dataset, one of which was Isomap [38]. A summary of our analysis using the Isomap reduction
is shown in Fig. 7.

Beyond dimension reduction, the next step in our analysis is surface reconstruction. Unfortunately, the Isomap repre-
sentation of the cyclo-octane conformation space is only a visualization, and is not accurate enough for use with a 3D
surface reconstruction methods. Therefore we applied Freedman’s algorithm for surface reconstruction in the original high-
dimensional conformation space. Freedman’s method failed because the surface had self-intersections of the type discussed
in this paper. Thus we developed our method for non-manifold surface reconstruction and applied it to the cyclo-octane
dataset.



On the Local Behavior of Spaces of Natural Images by Gunnar Carlsson,
Tigran Ishkhanov, Vin de Silva, and Afra Zomorodian, 2008.

3x3 High-contrast patches from images



Interpretation:	nature	prefers	horizontal	and	vertical	directions
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